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The Challenge
This is an opportunity for students to showcase their analytics skills to solve 
real-world business problems using Humana’s data

Eligibility Requirements

o Student must be enrolled part- or full-time in an accredited Master of 
Science, Master of Arts, Master of Information Systems, Master of Public 
Health, Master of Business Administration, or similar master’s programs 
that educate in business, healthcare, or analytics located within the US

o One entry per team; teams must have 2-4 members from the same school

o If a participant drops out of the competition, no substitution is permitted

o If the team falls below the 2-person minimum due to a member leaving, the 
team is no longer eligible to compete

o Students may only participate on one team 

o Humana Employees are not eligible

587 Participants

172 Teams

48 Universities

$80K Prize Money

2022 Participation
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Can we use any program or language that we would like in organizing the data? In other words, are there any restrictions as to how we do our analysis? 

A: There is no restriction on how you do your analysis. 

What, exactly, needs to be submitted on October 16?

A: Two things are required on 10/16 to be considered a complete submission.  Please be sure to follow requirements listed below:

1: Scored Holdout File: Your final model applied to the holdout file  

File Name:  2022CaseCompetition_TeamCaptainFirstName_TeamCaptainLastName_2022mmdd.csv

Fields to include: ID, SCORE, RANK

Accepted Format: CSV 

2: Written submission: Summary of analysis, insights, and recommendations.

File Name: 2022CaseCompetition_TeamCaptainFirstName_TeamCaptainLastName.doc

Accepted format: Word, PDF

(Failure to comply with submission requirements may result in disqualification)

Is the PowerPoint due along with our model and write-up at the time of submission on October 10th?

A: No, the PowerPoint is not due on Oct 16th.  The PowerPoint will be required for the final presentations on 11/10 and are only expected from the Top 5 finalists.

Is there a limit to the number of times a team can submit a holdout file to the Leaderboard for mid-cycle evaluation?

A: A team can submit a holdout file once per day for the mid-cycle evaluation between Oct 3 and Oct 14.  However, only the highest performance value for your team will be 

used in positioning you on the Leaderboard.

If our team submits a scored holdout file between Oct 3 and Oct 14 for mid-cycle evaluation, do we still need to submit a ‘final’ scored file at the deadline on Oct 

16?

A: Your highest performing scored file, submitted prior to the deadline of Oct 16, will be recorded as your qualifying entry for Round 1.  However, it is important to remember 

that the written portion of the submission (Round 2) is also due on Oct 16th. 

Scored Holdout Example
ID,SCORE,RANK
1545,0.8954,1
32,0.8532,2
368,0.7976,3
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Can teams have a faculty advisor, or receive support from outside sources?

A: As stated in the Official Rules, coaching and mentoring from outside sources, other than your registered teammates, is not allowed. These outside sources include but are not 

limited to, university faculty, university teaching assistants, university staff, or other professional consultants in related fields.

Once the Q&A session is over, can we still submit questions pertaining to the case?  If so, when can we expect to receive answers?

A: We will accept questions through Thursday, October 13th.  ALL questions will be answered within two business days and posted in the FAQ section of the website.

What are the judging criteria for accuracy and fairness?

A:  Round 1 is evaluating modeling accuracy & fairness using objective metrics based on the HOLDOUT file returned by the participants.

Accuracy: ROC/AUC measure will be calculated

Fairness: Disparity score calculated using RACE & SEX

Additional details are contained in the “Fairness in AI Guide 2022” available on the website under FAQs.  

Where can I find additional information about the Leaderboard?

You can find the all the details related to the 2022 mid-cycle leaderboard on the website under the FAQs.

How are Round One and Round Two different in terms of the analysis for the participants?

A: The 2 items required for a complete submission on October 16th will be used in Round One and Round Two of judging.

Round 1: This is all about prediction accuracy and ‘fairness’ (i.e equal opportunity) in your solution. Using the HOLDOUT file, a ROC/AUC metric will be calculated for each 

team to measure the accuracy of the prediction. Similarly, a DISPARITY SCORE will be calculated to measure ‘fairness’ in the modeling solution. These two measures will be 

combined for each submission and compared across all participants. The top 50 submissions from Round 1 will move on to Round 2.

Round 2: The written submission you provide will need to summarize the entirety of the solution: approach, analytics, insights, recommendations, and actionability. These 

submission will be evaluated by a panel of 5 judges.  Please refer to the kick-off deck and/or the official rules for more details on the judging criteria. 

https://mays.tamu.edu/humana-tamu-analytics/official-rules/
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Does the holdout data contain the same information & timing as the training data? 

A: Yes,  the holdout data contains the same attributes and timing as the training data.  (With one exception: Housing Insecurity Indicator is not included in the holdout file)

Does each row represent an individual, business group, family group or all? If it does represent individuals, how does one interpret the features starting with 

“atlas_”? 

A: Each row represents an individual. The features starting with “atlas_” USDA’s economic research center’s data and are populated at county level.

There is a common definition for the following Columns and data in the columns are not equal.  Could you please provide additional insight?

rx_specialty_ntwk_pmpm_cost – cost per month of prescriptions related to specialty drugs in the past one year

rx_specialty_pmpm_cost – cost per month of prescriptions related to specialty drugs in the past one year

A: Specialty_ntwk represented those in-network specialty prescriptions, which are covered by health insurance.

In the dataset, on marker cnt_cp_*, what does this ‘lag of _*’ refer to? For example, does ‘lag of_5’ refer to a 5 day lag? And in the marker description, which score 

does ‘score’ refer to? (See graphic below for reference)

A: The lag number indicates how many months from the score date. The score date is the date when members responded the SDOH screenings. When we generated features, 

we looked back 12 months. For example, cnt_cp_livecall_1 represented the count per month of member interactions via livecall at the month of 1 month prior to screening 

responded date.

cnt_cp_livecall_0 integer count per month of member interactions via livecall with a lag of _0 from the score date in the past one year

cnt_cp_livecall_1 integer count per month of member interactions via livecall with a lag of _1 from the score date in the past one year

cnt_cp_livecall_10 integer count per month of member interactions via livecall with a lag of _10 from the score date in the past one year

cnt_cp_livecall_11 integer count per month of member interactions via livecall with a lag of _11 from the score date in the past one year

cnt_cp_livecall_2 integer count per month of member interactions via livecall with a lag of _2 from the score date in the past one year

cnt_cp_livecall_3 integer count per month of member interactions via livecall with a lag of _3 from the score date in the past one year

cnt_cp_livecall_4 integer count per month of member interactions via livecall with a lag of _4 from the score date in the past one year

cnt_cp_livecall_5 integer count per month of member interactions via livecall with a lag of _5 from the score date in the past one year

cnt_cp_livecall_6 integer count per month of member interactions via livecall with a lag of _6 from the score date in the past one year

cnt_cp_livecall_7 integer count per month of member interactions via livecall with a lag of _7 from the score date in the past one year

cnt_cp_livecall_8 integer count per month of member interactions via livecall with a lag of _8 from the score date in the past one year

cnt_cp_livecall_9 integer count per month of member interactions via livecall with a lag of _9 from the score date in the past one year

cnt_cp_livecall_pmpm_ct float count per month of member interactions via livecall in the past one year
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We are having problems reading the contents of the “Readme.txt” file. What does it say?

A:  The “Readme.txt” file simply contained descriptions of the 3 files necessary to downlowd.  Here is all the information contained in that file:

2022_Competition_Training.csv = Data to be used for analysis & model development

2022_Competition_Holdout.csv = Holdout data to be scored with final model and results returned for mid-cycle leaderboard and/or Oct 16 final submission

Humana_Mays_2022_DataDictionary.xls  = File Statistics, File Layout, descriptions of attributes for each event type

The data dictionary is not mapping accurately for Humana Drug Category.   That being said, the descriptions for rx_hum_XX_pmpm_cost and rx_hum_XX_pmpm_ct

is not accurate. Here are the accurate mapping.

0 ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE 16 CARDIOLOGY - HYPERTENSION AGENTS 32 DIABETES 48 IMMUNE GLOBULIN AGENTS 64 OPHTHALMOLOGY - ALLERGY AGENTS 80 RESPIRATORY - ASTHMA

1 ANTI-INFECTIVES 17 CHEMOTHERAPY 33 DIABETIC SUPPLIES 49 IMMUNE SUPPRESSANTS 65 OPHTHALMOLOGY - AMD/DME AGENTS 81 RESPIRATORY - COPD

2 ANTI-INFECTIVES - HEPATITIS B AGENTS 18 CHEMOTHERAPY - ANTIANDROGENS 34 EAR/MOUTH/THROAT 50 IMPOTENCE 66 OPHTHALMOLOGY - ANTI-INFECTIVE AGENTS 82 RESPIRATORY - CYSTIC FIBROSIS AGENTS

3 ANTI-INFECTIVES - HEPATITIS C AGENTS 19 CHEMOTHERAPY - AROMATASE INHIBITORS 35 ENDOCRINOLOGY 51 MENTAL HEALTH 67 OPHTHALMOLOGY - DRY EYE AGENTS 83 RESPIRATORY - IPF AGENTS

4 ANTI-INFECTIVES - HIV AGENTS 20 CHEMOTHERAPY - CDK INHIBITORS 36 ENDOCRINOLOGY - GOUT 52 MENTAL HEALTH - ADHD AGENTS 68 OPHTHALMOLOGY - GLAUCOMA AGENTS 84 RESPIRATORY - PAH AGENTS

5 ANTICONVULSANTS 21 CHEMOTHERAPY - MELANOMA AGENTS 37 FERTILITY 53 MENTAL HEALTH - ANTI-DEMENTIA AGENTS 69 OPHTHALMOLOGY - NSAID AGENTS 85 RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS

6 ANTIDOTES 22 CHEMOTHERAPY - MULTIPLE MYELOMA AGENTS 38 GASTROINTESTINAL DISEASE 54 MENTAL HEALTH - ANTIPSYCHOTIC AGENTS 70 OPHTHALMOLOGY - STEROID AGENTS 86 STEROIDS

7 ANTISEPTIC SUPPLIES 23 CHEMOTHERAPY - PARP INHIBITORS 39 GASTROINTESTINAL DISEASE - CONSTIPATION 55 MENTAL HEALTH - ANXIETY AGENTS 71 OSTEOPOROSIS 87 STEROIDS - ANDROGENS

8 CARDIOLOGY 24 CHOLESTEROL 40 GASTROINTESTINAL DISEASE - GERD 56 MENTAL HEALTH - DEPRESSION AGENTS 72 PAIN MGMT - ANALGESICS 88 SUBSTANCE ABUSE AGENTS

9 CARDIOLOGY - ANTIPLATELET AGENTS 25 CHOLESTEROL - HOFH AGENTS 41 GASTROINTESTINAL DISEASE - IBS/UC/CROHNS 57 NEUROLOGY 73 PAIN MGMT - ANASTHETIC AGENTS 89 TEST SUPPLIES

10 CARDIOLOGY - BLOOD AGENTS 26 CHOLESTEROL - PCSK9 INHIBITORS 42 GAUCHER DISEASE 58 NEUROLOGY - MIGRAINE AGENTS 74 PAIN MGMT - MUSCLE RELAXANTS 90 THYROID

11 CARDIOLOGY - BLOOD THINNERS 27 CONTRACEPTIVES 43 GENITOURINARY 59 NEUROLOGY - MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS 75 PAIN MGMT - NARCOTIC ANALGESICS 91 VACCINES

12 CARDIOLOGY - CKD AGENTS 28 COUGH/ COLD/ ALLERGY 44 GROWTH HORMONE 60 NEUROLOGY - PARKINSON AGENTS 76 PAIN MGMT - NSAID AGENTS

13 CARDIOLOGY - CLOTTING FACTORS 29 DERMATOLOGY 45 HAE AGENTS 61 NEUROLOGY - STIMULANTS 77 PAIN MGMT - VISCOSUPPLEMENTS

14 CARDIOLOGY - GROWTH FACTORS 30 DERMATOLOGY - ACNE 46 HORMONE SUPPRESANT AGENTS 62 NUTRITIONAL/ VITAMIN 78 PRODUCTS/ SUPPLIES

15 CARDIOLOGY - HEART FAILURE 31 DERMATOLOGY - PSORIASIS AGENTS 47 HORMONE THERAPY 63 OPHTHALMOLOGY 79 RESPIRATORY - ALPHA-1INHIBITORS



Live Q&A



Submissions due on Sunday, October 16th at 11:59PM CST Late submissions will not be accepted

Submit @ https://mays.tamu.edu/humana-tamu-analytics

*Scored File Format: CSV (Fields include: ID, SCORE, RANK) | Example:

*Written Submission Format: MS Word, PDF 

*Final submission file names must be in the following format, using the first and last names of your team captain
o 2022CaseCompetition_FirstName_LastName_2022mmdd.csv

o 2022CaseCompetition_FirstName_LastName.doc 

Judging is Blinded | Do not include names or school in content of submission

If you have any issues with your submission, please email: humanacasecomp@tamu.edu

Final Submissions
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ID,SCORE,RANK
1545,0.8954,1
32,0.8532,2
368,0.7976,3

*Failure to comply with submission requirements may result in disqualification

http://www.humanatamuanalytics.com/register
mailto:humanacasecomp@tamu.edu
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Website: https://mays.tamu.edu/humana-tamu-analytics

Email: humanacasecomp@tamu.edu

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/humanacasecomp

http://www.humanatamuanalytics.com/register
mailto:humanacasecomp@tamu.edu
http://www.facebook.com/humana-tamu-analytics

